The last year of the decade is almost over. For us the year
has been dominated by the uncertainty of what kind of
Brexit we were going to have imposed on us. We still don’t
know. But other things have happened as well. At the end
of December we visited Shape Shifters at the Hayward
Gallery. Included was a truly vertiginous piece which is
pictured with Shelagh on the left.

Figure 1 For his epic installation 20:50 (1987)
Richard Wilson has taken over one of Hayward’s
upper galleries, filling it to waist height with
engine oil.

Figure 4 Montgomery Legacy
Memorial

Figure 2 Pensacola Beach sign sadly
to be taken down soon

The year started with a concert at Kings Place, Terry Riley’s
In C, beautifully done, and a string trio who played an
adaptation of Bach’s Goldberg’s Variations which worked
remarkably well. We then promptly set off for our home in
France to deliver radiators and doors. The irony is that
both were installed in August and October of this year,
which gives you a fairly good idea of how fast renovations
have proceeded. January also saw us go to a performance
of Stephen Sondheim’s Company and a concert with Sir
Simon Rattle doing Bartok.

February included a visit to Tate Modern and Pierre Bonnard
exhibition, but much more importantly a visit to Florida to impose
on our friends Dan and Claire. We flew into Atlanta and drove
down, stopping in Montgomery, Alabama. We went to the state
legislature and then walked down the hill about 100 meters and
discovered Martin Luther King’s church was just there on the left.
We also visited the memorial to slaves lynched from the 19th
century to as recently as the 1940s. Beautifully designed. We spent
most of the time in Pensacola Beach but did fit in a trip to New
Orleans where we dined magnificently and went to the WW 2
museum to get the US view of how the conflict unfolded. Brilliant
space and I learned a lot about the war in the Pacific. We went to
an ice hockey game and then spent three days at Pensacon, their
sci fi convention. Fantastic fun, great costumes and we went to a
number of author’s talks, including one by William Shatner. Sold
out, of course. We
also managed,
courtesy of Claire, to
get in to see the
robotics lab that is near
there and got a
personal tour of the
facility because we
missed out on the
opportunity to join the
regular tour.
Figure 3 We did Lobster with Claire and Dan
Absolutely super.

March was also a busy month. Mary Anne Unrau and her granddaughter Brynn stayed with us for a
few days at the flat in London. We went (again) to the all-male version of Pirates of Penzance, this
time at Wilton’s Music Hall. Always a hoot, but
they take the singing seriously. Shelagh went to
a conference for a a journal she’s edited for over
ten years now, AI Practioner, in Nice, France.
Fabulous time of year to be there for four days.
March also included our first visit of the year to
the Last Leg television show audience. It’s a live
show with a political bent broadcast on Friday
nights in the UK, replayed in Oz the next week,
where we were spotted in the audience by the
eagle eyes of Jane and Gary Pearce. Very
entertaining. We also went to the finals of the
Handel Festival singing competition. Didn’t pick
the winner. Oh well. What do the judges know? Figure 5 Nice, France

We also joined the first People’s Vote march to stop
Brexit. Hundreds of thousands joined, possibly
millions, including us.. We had lunch with Robert and
Melissa Taylor and Melissa’s sister Debs before the
march, made it to Parliament Square, then had a
drink nearby, watching the rest of the marchers
stream by the gate at the back of the pub.
Figure 6 People's March in London.

April started the sailing season. We put the ropes back
on and ordered a new anchor chain and rope. The old one was so rusted it was useless. The first real
trip of the season was to Yarmouth for the bank holiday weekend and we stayed over an extra day
to avoid the traffic.

May saw us back with Simon Rattle conducting the LSO in a fantastic concert that included John
Adams and Schoenberg. Went to see Ain’t Misbehaving and got to Bosham near Chichester. After
years of Shelagh saying she wanted to see it, we visited Fishbourne Palace, the remains of one of the
largest Roman villas in England. Back in London, we visited the Tate to see work by Natalia
Goncharova, a soviet-era artist censored before the revolution for her nudes and her apostles! Go
figure.

In June Peter travelled to Kigali for a quarterly meeting. A late-night concert at Wigmore by the
Chineke orchestra included a piece by Samuel Coleridge Taylor, a graduate of the Royal College of
Music who was who was half Sierra Leonese.

July included a visit to Gruchet to inspect the newly installed Velux windows upstairs that had
proved to be too high when originally installed in February and had to be redone by another
contractor. It was hot month, so I have a cryptic notation in Facebook about sitting on the back of
the boat in the heat.

August included a trip to see the Lehman Trilogy in the West
End. A good play which could have used a bit of editing. It’s a
Greek-narrator-style play with three actors, one being Simon
Russell Beale, on a minimal stage. It also marked a year since
we had moved our furniture and possessions out of our
French house and into storage. We went to a fabulous
outdoor/indoor exhibit of Chihuly glass sculptures at Kew
Gardens with Anne Radford.

September was dominated by the illegal proroguing of
parliament and lots of Euro-flag waving at the last night of
the Proms. Shelagh and Anne Shelagh and Anne headed
north for two days to the Barbara Hepworth gallery in
Wakefield and the Sculpture Park. Both are well worth a visit.

November and December have been dominated by elections
in the UK. Despite having a fixed-term parliament we just had
our third election in four years.. Shelagh took the second half
Figure 7 Too Many Chihulys! Here is just one....
of November to make a trip to Canada and the US, scheduled
down to the minute. Everyone co-operated and the GPS
worked. She rented a car and drove 2400 kilometers in two weeks, all the way round Lake Ontario by
way of Ottawa, Montreal, Gananoque, Ontario and Rochester, NY where she spent Thanksgiving
with Helen, her son, her daughter and grandson and assorted other guests and Ellie the Highland
terrier. It had been billed initially as a ‘quiet Thanksgiving’. A lovely group of people, great food, a bit
of snow. Perfect.

December saw us make a dash to Gruchet to
see the latest progress on the house there
and then a dash back to pick up a plane to
Hamburg. We spent a day driving around
northern Germany looking at sailboats, and
then a day doing Christmas markets in
Hamburg and the Composers Quarter
museum. We also ‘celebrated’ the day after
the election, which in no way went the way
we wanted, by going to another live audience
of the Last Leg. They had a 90-minute special
on the election which went by extremely
rapidly. A late evening.

Figure 8 Mendelson's Square Piano in Hamburg

Figure 9 Our New Degero 331 (Subject to Survey!)

The Hamburg visit and a Sunday trip to the Hamble was in search of a new acquisition. Our big news
is that we are in the process of buying a new sailboat. We decided that we want something that will
allow us to sail in bad weather with a bit more comfort, and for us that meant something called a
pilot house or deck saloon yacht. The great irony was that we went all the way to Hamburg and
viewed three boats only to make a choice to buy one on the Hamble River!!!!!
Our choice is a Finnish marque called a Degero 331 DS.
Basically, when the weather is miserable you have an
inside steering position and a seating area with big
windows to see out of, rather than, as in the current
boat, having to stand up to look out. It is also a bit
longer, so should sail a bit faster, meaning that we
could take 10 hours to get to France instead of 14.
Assuming we’ll be able to sail there without too much
hassle after Brexit. We hope to conclude the purchase
in January, leaving us a two-yacht family (we hope
briefly). Timeout has served us well for 30 years, but
it’s time for someone else to enjoy her. We’re hoping

Figure 10 We will have to get used to Wheel Steering!

that next summer we’ll be able to stretch our legs a little and take the new boat further, in more
comfort, and with more fuel and water and food on board. It also has heating for bad weather and
adequate batteries to run the fridge full time. All are an improvement on Timeout. But don’t tell
prospective buyers that! We realised that we have been sailing on our own boat for 34 years!

We wish you all a very happy holiday and hope that, for all of us, the new decade is a big
improvement over the last!
Shelagh and Peter
London December 2019

Figure 11 Ai Wei Wei Yorkshire Sculpture Park in
September

Figure 12 Hamilton Botanical Gardens in December

